
0. ^ntroductiucuon

Chatino is spoken by an Indian tribe of more than 20, 000

people living in the southwest of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.

There are at least three distinct and mutually unintelligible

dialects with centres in the towns of Yaitepec, Taltaltepec,

and Zenzontepec. This work deals with the Yaitepec dia-

lect, and the phonemes have been analysed as follows:

Consonants
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Appendix C

A NOTE ON PHONOLOGICAL WORDS

A phonological word consists of one or more syllables

with word stress always occurring on the ultimate syllable.

In bisyllabic or trisyllabic words the syllables preceding the

stress are voiceless and/or accelerated, accentuating tiie

Chatino trend towards using only monosyllabic words. Tri-

syllabic words are very unusual. Small Chatino children

learning to talk usually begin by using only stressed syl-

lables, and omitting the voiceless and accelerated syllables

as well as consonants at the beginning of a word- initial

consonant cluster. Thus wa^ ngi'^cf^ 'completive am-

going-I' (I am definitely going) becomes wa^ '^o^^ for small

children, and similarly kyha^ 'tortilla' becomes ha^, and

tskwo^^ 'metal, tin' becomes kwo^^.

One category of grammatical words which are not co-

terminus with phonological words are words of more than

one syllable borrowed from Spanish. These are conformed

to the Chatino phonological word patterns in various ways

apart from phoneme changes . The stress may be shifted to

the ultimate syllable and the initial syllables become voice-

less, accelerated, or contracted to a consonant cluster as

when panela 'brown sugar' becomes pnela^, semana

'week' becomes smno^^, machete 'jungle knife' becomes

wstyi . The original Spanish word may become two Chatino

words splitting between the stressed syllable and the syl-

lables following, i.e., a phonological phrase, as when

tienda 'shop' becomes tiye ta^, septiembre 'September'

becomes sptiye mbre , culantro 'coriander' becomes

kula ntru . Such a phonological phrase comprises a single

morpheme and is considered to be a single syntactic word in

this paper.
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